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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCkOSUm 
Holograms of real objects and focused aerial inlages 
using a coherent extended reference source illuminating 
the photographic plate can readily be made. During the 15 
recording process, a ground glass is placed between a 
point source laser reference beam and the holographic 
plate. On reconstruction, a different extended source or 
point source can be used. Also, on reconstruction, holo- 
gram or reference source misalignment is not critical. 20 
ing objects such as the density in gases and 
pla:mas, in communication systems, in character recog- 
nit~on systerns, as information coding devices, in inter- 
ferometry, in display systems, etc. 
As the technique of wavefront reconstruction is now 
most often used, an object is illuminated by coherent light 
f ~ o m  a laser. A photographic plate receives "unfocused" 
light reflected from or transmitted through the object. 
Also, a reference beam is incident upon the plate such 
that the object does not interfere with the coherent ref- 
erence beam. The object-scattered waves interact with 
the reference waves producing fringe patterns embodying 
both the amplitude and the phase from the light reflected 
from the object. The photographic plate is then developed 
chemically in a conventional manner. When the hologram 
is placed in a coherent light beam the reconstructed waves 
are indistinguishable from the original waves-even 
though the object has long since been removed. 
A manner in which the above-described technique is 
improved is by the use of a diffusing medium in record- 
ing and reconstructing holograms. Heretofore, the diffus- 
ing medium has been used in coding and in source com- 
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION pensation applications wherein the diffuser is placed be- tween the object and the hologram   late on recording. 
-, 
The invention described herein was made by an em- 25 and wherein the diffuser is placed between the hologram 
ployee of the U.S. Government and may be manufactured plate and the image on reconstruction. However, this 
and used by or for the Government of the United States technique has two major limitations. First, the same 
of hnerica for  governmental purposes without the pay- diffuser that was used for making the hologram must be 
ment of any royalties thereon or therefore. used to reconslruct the hologram. Second, the hologram 
. . 
BACKGROUND OF T H E  INVENTION 30 cannot be reconstructed unless the object and reference source are in the same precise positions on recording. 
This invention relates in general to optical sYslems, and This positioning is very difficult because, for example, 
more particularly, to a method and means for recording there are six degrees of freedom (three of translation 
and reconstructing holograms of real objects and aerial and three of rotation) for the diffuser location. 
images of real objects. 35 
Holography is a method of image formation with wave- OBJECTIVES AND SUMMARY O F  THE 
fronts reconstructed by means of special photographic INVENTION 
trans~arencies called holograms. Whereas conventional An object of this invention is to provide a method and 
phot&laphy records a recognizable image of the object, for recording and reconstructing holograms of real ob- 
hologlaphy records the reflected light waves themselves, 40 jects or the aerial images of real objects utilizing a co- 
an unrecognizable array of blobs, specks and whorls. herent extended reference source. 
Also, whereas the ordinary photoglaphic film causes Another object of this invention is to provide a meth- 
images of a three-dimensional scene to be collapsed into od and means for recording a hologram which can be 
a single plane, a hologlam maintains the three-dimen- then reconstiucted by a coherent extended source which 
sional properties of the image by means of the reference q j  is different from the reference source used on record- 
wave which is siinultaneously recorded on the phoio- ing. 
giaphic film. And still another object of this invention is to pro- 
The technique of wavefront reconstiuction, hologlaphy, vide a method and means for making holograms which 
had its conception in the spatial filter work of Ernest can be reconstructed by a coherent point source of elec- 
Abbe in 1896; its birth in the one-beam or on-line tech- 50 tromagnetic radiation. 
nique of Dennis Gabor; its adolescence in the two-beam And a further object of this invention is to provide 
technique pexrnitted by the development of the laser; and apparatus which is insensitive to  hologram or source 
is now in its incipient adulthood. misalignment during the reconstruction process. 
An important advantage of a hologram over ail ordi- To  the accomplishment of the foregoing objects, the 
nary photoglaphic film is that a hologram lecords far 55 present invention comprehends the utilization of a diffus- 
more irtforn~ation and thereby pxobxdes a teali51ri un- ing nledium in the recoiding process. The diffuser is Io- 
attainable by any othex means. Holograms are ~5aracter- cated between a coherent laser point source and a photo- 
ized by high resolution and !a!ge depth ai- Beld. The graphic plate. In this inanser holograms can be made 
reconstructed images have srvelal unique propelties. For of real objects o r  the aerial image of real objects. Also, 
example, they have a three-d~mensional rjuality which ex- 60 these holograms can then be reconstructed with a point 
hlbits palallax and perspective j u ~ t  as any solid oijlecl source or with an extended reconstruction source which 
would. i ln  observer can see around tile illlag- by moXrmq: can be different from the reference sorlrce used in the 
his head. Also, since light iiom each pait of llle object iccording process. The holograms recorded and recon- 
covcis the entire area of the ho:ogianl plate, even 3 Sr; all structed by the Instant apparatus have minimum wlor 
portion of the plate contains infolnzatioil from all of tile 65 bl:lrring, and ale also insensitive to any misalignment 
object. Thus, if the plate r~ere  broken or blenli~hed, any of the hologram or the reconstxucting source during the 
small porcion of the plate will reconstroci the object corn- recoilstrrrction orocess. 
pletely with only a loss in detail. 
Because of these advantages holographic recording of BRIEF DESCRIPTION O F  TIlE DRAWINGS 
an object has great utility in the fields of engineering, 70  The novel featmes that are considered characteristic 
applied physics, and mathematics in a wide lange of p~ob-  of thir invention are set forth with particularity in the 
lems. For example, hoioglamn are useful in studying mov- appencied claims. The invention, both as to itc o1gani7a- 
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jeclives and advantages thereof, .rvill best be underataod 'T(X) whele 
f iom the following descr~ption when read in conriecllo~~ T ( X )  = K ( A O Z + k b 2 )  - t K i i O A s  exp i[(.ir/hfO:x 
with the accompanying draw~ngs, wherein: (X-Xo)z+(2~/A)X sln 81 ( 3 )  FIG. 1 IS a dzagranl of the instant tcchniquc utillring +KAoA, exp-,[(r/Afo) (X-Xo)2+(2r/X)X sin 
an extended coherent lef-erence beam for ~ecoiditlg tile 
hologram of an aerial image straddling a photoglapllic (K is a parameter characteristic of the film.) 
plate; When the hologram is illuminated with a plane wave 
FIG. 2 is a diagram of the instant technique utilizing soulce having the form 
an extended coherent reconstruction beam for recon- l o  E,(X)=A, exp [ - i ( 2 ~ / h ) X  sin $1 (4)  
stlncting a hologram; and, 
FIG. 3 is a diagram of the recording of a hologram of The output is then Eo(X) whele 
an object point source with a plane wave reference beam Eo(X)=Er(X)T(X) ( 5 )  
and is useful for explaining the uncritical, geometrical 15 By carrying out the above multipilcation and simplify- 
nature of the instant extended source hologram. ing the resulting expressions, a term is obtained reple- 
DESCRIPTION O F  THE PREFERRED senting the virtual image reconstruction, Eov(X) which 
EMBODIMENT has the following foim 
As shown in FIG. 1, in diagrammatic form, is the Eo,(X) =C exp (ir/Xf0) 
apparatus used for recording a focused image hologlam. 20 
As shown in FIG. 1, a real object 0 is illuminated by a (6) x[(X-Xo)2+2foX(sin 0-sin $)] 
coherent laser beam I (which may typically be 6328 A. This is simply the reconstruction of a point source light from a helium-neon pulsed or continuous wave gas 
laser). Any other suitable coherent light source may be lepresented in Eq. 21 deflected flom its oliginal position (X=Xo) through an angle A where 
used. Light reflected flom the real object 0 is caused by 25 sin r=sin 6-sln $ 
a lens L to form real image 0' and a virtual image 0", (7 )  
which, as shown in FIG. 1, straddles a hologram plate H. Now assume that the reconstruction is with an extended 
By using a high quality lens at unity magnification, source though the hologram was recorded with a point 
the aerial image is essentially as good an object as the source reference beam (as in FIG. 1). Then associated 
real object ahead of the lens. The aerial image does not 30 with $, is not a single value but a range of values ex- 
have to straddle the photographic plate; the aerial image tending from a $-min. to some $-max. As a result the 
may be placed as close in Elont of or in back of the plate point source reconstruction of Eq. 6 undergoes a de- 
as is desired. If a n  observer wishes to view the hologram flection, not through a single angle r but through a range 
for a true three-dimensional effect then the lens L must of r's depending on the particular choice of $. 1f this 
have an optical aperture on the order of about 5 inches '3; angle spread in r is denoted by AT and if the object point 
SO that both eyes of the obselver can be employed in view- was initially a distance fo from the hologram plate then 
ing the reconstructed image. the object point is seen to be "smeared" out in the recon- 
An extended diffuser D is interposed at an off-axis struction a distance s where 
location (typically 30"-50" from the normal to  the pho- s=foAy 
tographic plate) between a coherent laser point source 40 (8) 
R and the hologram plate H. -j-he diffuse* D is typically a AS fo tends to zero (the limit of the object point mov- 
piece of ground glass (about 4 inches by 5 inches) and ing Onto the hologram plate) the ''smear,'' s, tends to 
causes random phase variations, spatially but not zero and an ordinary two-dimensional image is recorded 
porally, in the wavefront reaching the hologram H. on the plate. A argument the 
After the proper time, the holographic plate case of an extended source used in the recording process. 
(typically a by inch plate having a ~ d ~ k  649F 45 Physically, placing an object point close to the holo- 
emulsion) is developed chenlically in a conventional man- gram plate or onto it (by means of an imaging system) 
ner, The developed hologlam is then leconstlucted, as creates with the reference wave a small diffraction zone 
shown in FIG. 2. plate. This zone plate gets proglessively smaller as the 
Shown in FIG. is a diagram of the apparatus used _ object point approaches the hologram and as a result 
for the reconstluction of the focused image hologram 30 any phase variation of the light wavefront across it in the 
(recorded as shown in FIG. wherein the aerial image reconstruction, due to an extended source, becomes less 
straddled the plate). On reconstruction, that part of the 
~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ ~ t ' ~ ~ ,  $2;;: ~~~~~~~~~~~n ~ ~ ~ c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :  image O' On the side of a lecolded plate H~ points become more important, and the reconstruction 
closest to the observer is a leal image. And that part of 5 j  quality depends upon the matching of the wavefront used 
the image 0" appearing on the other side of the plate in the reconstruction with the wavefront used as a refer- HR is a virtual image. It  is important to note that in 
ence in the recording process. FIG. 2, the extended diftuser DR can be different from Based on the above analysis it has been found that the diffuser D used in the recording process, 2nd it may when a object is positioned with to the pho- 
even be a point the reconstruction beam R~ ( jO  tographic by a distance thlee to four times closer 
does not need to be a laser; the RR can even be than the distance between the plate and the extended 
a flashlight source or other incoherent source. High qual- diifuser, bturrlng is highly reduced. ity reconstructions have been obtained even though the on a unique type of white- hologram BR and the leconst~uciing beam RR were mi?- light i6Single-color~3 recon3Crtlctlon by of 
as nluch as 20-400 
"lnpaied 6 3 light from a point soulce of whlle-llghi throngh the bolo- 
vz ltb the recording positrons, gram re~oided by the arrangement of FIG. 1 has been 
The uncritical nature of the instant extended souice can obselved. The of may be due the fact 
be demonstrated mathelnaticallp in a very s;n~ple bvay that the luminous points of the scene recorded are qulle Consider the recording of a hologram of a single oblect close to the hologtaphie for demagnified 
point with an off-axis plane wave as illustrated in FIG. 3. 70 images); hence it is largely the central portions of the 
If the reference wave has the form ind~vidual zone plates formed bv the lumlnous aoints and 
E,(X)=A, exp [ - i  (%r/X)X sin O ]  (1) the reference wave which are recorded. In t h e  usual 
holograni the angulal separation between the reference 
and the object point wave f o ~ m  beam and the light from the .scene causes only the off- 
Eo(X) =Ao exp [i(r/Xfo) (X-Xo)21 (2) 76 centel sections of the zone plates to be ~cco:decl, these 
3,535,013 
5 
exhibit a mach larger chromatic effect than the more 
6 
sensitive to said light in a plane contiguous to said 
central sections do. image and normal to the optical axis of said lens, 
Accordingly, there has been shown and described here- illuminating said recording medium with an extended 
in a novel, useful and improved method and means for reference source of light temporally coherent with 
allowing holograms to be made using an extended co- said point source of coherent light, said reference 
herent reference beam source for recording, which holo- source being positioned off-axis with respect to the 
grams can be reconstructed by a different coherent ex- normal to said recording medium, 
tended reconstruction source or by even a point source. performing both said illuminating steps simultaneously 
A feature of the invention is that it now becomes pos- so as to form a focused image hologram in said re- 
sible to record holograms of real object or optical images cording medium, 
of real objects without the need for an accurate plane illuminating said recorded hologram with an extended 
wave or spherical wave reference beam. reconstruction source of coherent light different from 
Another feature of the invention is the ability to use said extended reference source with respect to its 
a different extended or point source during the recon- spatial coherence characteristics, said reconstruc- 
struction process. tion source being positioned with respect to said 
Still another feature of the invention is the insensitivity recorded hologram at a position substantially dupli- 
of the method to any misalignment of the hologram or cating the relative position of said reference source 
the reconstruction source during the reconstruction and said recording medium during the recording 
process. steps, 
And a further feature of the invention is the ability 20 whereby an image is reconstructed from said hologram 
to reconstruction a hologram with very little color blur- without the need for using a reconstruction source 
ring when a broadband light source (white light) is used that is identical to the reference source and that is 
in the reconstruction. insensitive to hologram and source misalignment. 
The specific embodiment described herein is intended 2. The method of claim 1 in which the step of illu- 
to be merely illustrative and not restrictive of the inven- 2s minating the recording medium with an extended refer- 
tion. Various modifications in changes and form and ence source comprises 
detail will be obvious to those skilled in the art. For ex- positioning a reference point source of light mutually 
ample, any type of diffusing medium can be used to form coherent with said point source of light illuminating 
the extended source such as a piece of opal glass, a piece said object at an off-axis position and 
of translucent mineral matter, colloidal solutions, or any 30 interposing a diffusing medium between said reference 
other type of geometrical arrangement that changes the point source and said recording medium. 
spatial phase values of the wavefront and spreads the 
reference beam over a large area. It is therefore intended References Cited 
in the appended claims to cover all such changes and Stroke et al., Physics Letters, vol. 18, No. 3, Septem- 
modifications as fall within the true spirit and scope of 35 ber 1965, pp. 274-5. 
the invention. Leith et al., Jour. of the Optical Soc. of Am., vol. 54, 
What is claimed is: No. 4, April 1966, p. 523. 
1. The method of recording and reconstructing holo- Kock et al., Proceedings of the IEEE, vol. 55, No. 1, 
grams of a real object comprising the steps of: January 1967, pp. 80-81. 
illuminating said object with a point source of co- 40 
herent light, DAVID SCHONBERG, Primary Examiner 
focusing said light with a lens to form an aerial image R. J. STERN, Assistant Examiner 
of said object, 
positioning a planar photographic recording medium 
